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ABSTRACT 

This report presents the theoretical and experimental results related to flows over 
such simple bodies as semishpere, cone, and wedge. These were investigated in 
hypersonic wind tunnels of various classes at nearly equal Mach and Reynolds 
numbers (M from 7.0 to 8.0, Re0 from 135 to 240) but at notably differing 
free-stream velocities: 790, 2700 and 6000 m/s. 

Hypersonic resistance- and arc-heating wind tunnels and a hypersonic 
MHD-accelerator wind tunnel, as well as their test equipment are described. A 
technique to determine parameters of a free stream over a model including 
gasdynamic ones (M, Re, Re0, T, P, V, H0, H) and physico-chemical ones (y, T0, Tv, 
Tn, Q), as well as a verification procedure are presented. 

Experimental data on pressure distribution over models, shock wave 
positions/shapes were obtained. The experimental data are compared with 
respective calculated results obtained by using the VSL theory and the 
Navier-Stokes equations for the test conditions adopted. Interrelation of the 
theoretical and test data is shown not to be unambiguous, especially in what 
concerns locations and shapes of shock waves. 
The VSL theory is employed to compute local parameters of the shock layer. The 
influence of alkali metal seed on the rate of relaxation in the shock-layer is 
considered. Features of profiles of both temperature and air component 
concentrations in the shock layer are shown to be useful in explaining a set of 
phenomena revealed in experiments: a radiation offset upstream of a sphere 
hypervelocity shock layer, a radiation relaxation at a cone apex. The impact of the 
seed metal is shown to be insignificant. 

t 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of a new generation of hypersonic transatmosphenc vehicles 
featuring high L/D-ratios such as NASP requires that the physico-chemical 
processes inherent in flows over vehicles be studied more comprehensively, on the 
one hand, and such test facilities be constructed which are capable of reproducing 
these processes adequately, on the other hand. 
The ranges of speeds and pressures for which these studies should be carried on 
are aoverned by flight paths of such vehicles. Their acceleration to orbital 
velocities occurs in relatively dense atmosphere; they can also perform maneuvers 
at altitudes of 50 km to 70 km and at flight speeds of M = 20 to M-25. 
Many known articles are devoted to the description of flow fields of chemically 
reacting gases both over simple bodies and real vehicles [1], [2j, l-ij. 
The thermochemical models underlying these calculations and the numerical 
algorithms developed by different authors differ considerably because of a number 
of unverified assumptions. 
In the calculations, the differences in reaction rate constants for flows in 
hermodynamic equilibrium are not as important as nonequilibnum ones In 

non^qumbrium, the flow field depends greatly on the thermochemical model used 
Z the authors. In most previous investigations, the reaction rate is supposed to 
Spend on translational temperature only. In latest publications [4], [5] the 
cScal reaction rate is assumed to depend both on transla lonal and vib a ona 
^Xr^Ws because of a close relationship of dissociation with vibrationa 
deZes of freedom The temperatures of rotational and electron-vibrational 
äZeel of fSm are also assumed to be different. Considerable gradients m 
coTenLtionr0f different air components and excited electron states occur unde^ 
the flow conditions behind the shock wave front. The tests earned outm shock 
wind tunnels [61 show the concentration of NO to vary most rapidly behind the 
Zck waveT^h this concentration starting to rise immediately following the 
o^aen dTssocIation A rapid NO electronic excitation behind the shock wave 
owing *>ZT high translational temperature, leads to an intensive ultrav!olet 
emission in the Gamma band system (^ = 200 to 320 nm). 
The situation is further complicated by nonequilibrium emission caused also by 
ntherSr components both in visual and ultraviolet and infrared regions. The 
SensS of n'nequnibrium emission can exceed that of equilibrium enussion by a 
Srtor of 2 to 15 [71 However, these calculations [8] are not confirmed by fight 
Sfresultrrithough the intensity of radiation heating exceeds convecüve heating 
intensity. 
All these considerations dictate that the thermochemical models and mathematical 
XSSE^HSied in laboratory conditions. It is desirable to choose those 
Sed and pressure conditions which could allow comparison of the results 
obtained^ffeTent authors in various facilities and of respective numerical 

algorithms. 
The simplest technique to reproduce the  conditions  of hypersonic  equilibrium 
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di.teren. propels o. the ««« .^«^"£^^"11 £E 
„-1.67)1 over conical bodies are m'f'9a'^ ^Xd-o« distances and shock 
some distributions of surfe» P'™^ stock ^-HfeL at high cone angles 
shapes. It is '»'e™df™^?^'^»1r*\nge5 ot attack and" L/DT,tios as 

3S aÄgS» -^^^ HU which also contains , 

description of their merits and weaknesses. 

£L» -ieve that such. t.c««rs,£^-^TATA 
shock -d tunnels"^/£^^ ""SXred. Among these optical 
experiments earned out in t^"'1'»™ d°tennln,ti„n of shock st.nd-otf dtstances 
SÄÄ^ ranS'oT.Sr^sib.e appiicatio» depending on gas 

Sec,.! consideration is given to the capabilities o 1J^g^^^ 

ifchnigues. It is ^^^^ISSZ'LZ^L, level. ITre authors 
lÄ^ÄÄT-S. hf determine JU , man; nrolec^states 

expensive and labor-intensive. 

SL type - test „cilities ^J-*»Ä?^ 
V-6 to 8 km/, is ballistic range &^ *>**£.■ Eese,rch  Center  aimed  at 

SS-^?S^S Äl^fnumbers redistributing heat fluxes 

I-*: «perimenta, datrn on ^J^^ÄSM^ 

of 2-10 to 104 p.. All the ^«^^^'S^S^fiaiBiit thermodynamic gas 
ballistic range facilities• ^ «*»P«£^E^ with seven chemical an 
models. It is concluded that the S1X te™Pe^™ experimental data than the 
components    is    in    better    agreemen     with    exp a   thermod ic 

d=m»'g» äS. JA 2^«^°sM£ 
^Ä-^s^-^r- "by l0% lo 
18% [161. 
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Short run times in shock wind tunnels and small dimensions of models in ballistic 
test riS restrict the capabilities of experimental investigations of noneqmhbnum 
processes considerably. 
The application of classical wind tunnels for these purposes is impeded because of 
technical and physical reasons. 
It is shown in [17] that in order to reproduce hypersonic flight conditions in a wind 
tunnel test section, three conditions must be satisfied simultaneously: 

— >H;    ^->Edis+Ev; 
2 2 
tchem.m  K tchem.n 

taerod.m       Taerod.n •aeruu.in ucwu.i» 

As for classical wind tunnels, they prove to be incapable of realizing in full either 
ttefi st or the second condition. Even if it could be possible to overcome technica 
moblems   of  achieving  and  maintaining  the  plenum   chamber   gas  parameters 
?egu red to obtain a te'st section flow with full-scale velocities^ u-3 to 4 km/s 
thP studv of nonequilibrium processes would be impossible. When the dissociated 
aas t  ipandedTa hypersonic nozzle,  a considerable portion of stagnation 
In ha pfbecomes "rozen^in internal degrees of freedom and <*^™*^ 
TheTüart of "frozen" energy can amount to 50% and more. The specific heat ratio is 
2o " Jozen"  and the flofover a body becomes equivalent to an ideal gas flow. 

A hvDersonic MHD-air flow acceleration wind tunnel constructed and operated at 
TsSs capable  of satisfying the above-stated -augments^ P-ble 
achieve a flow of 4 to 8 km/s in its test section at M = 5 to  15 [18,  19] which 
enabtes comparative studies of identical models tested in hypersonic:«jd tunnels 
^different types with close similarity parameters, sufficiently similar Mach and 
Rfe£ofdse nurSut with significantly different effects of physical.**chem. 

BSJStt tunnel n-deSable^atfr tor c^Ä 

to be rather effective in the research of gas dynamics and heat transfer to scramjet 
combustion chamber components. 

s^le an! for which there are test results obtained by other investigators. 

eSctsywS^governing. According to [6] and [11], the flow ve^ «^ 
Sou d be from 6 km/s to 8 km/s and flow pressures from 40 Pa to ^J» ^"^ 
parameters are also characteristic of an intensive nonequilibrium radration from 

shock layer. 

facilities of different types. 
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DESCRIPTION OF WIND TUNNELS, INSTRUMENTATION AND MODELS 

Ohmic (resistor-type) heating wind tunnels have found a wide application in the 
xSUüon of hypersonic ?erfect-gas flows. The arc-heating facilities are capable 
oTproducing flows of both vibrationally-excited gases and weakfy-dissociated^ 
Tests were conducted at stagnation temperatures of 400 K to 1000 K and 2500 K to 
4000 K and flow velocities of 800 m/s to 1200 m/s and 2500 m/s to 3000 m/s, 

respectively. 
A hvpervelocity MHD-gas acceleration wind tunnel makes it possible to achieve 
flow velocities of 4-1Ö» to 8-1Ö» m/s. Since the values viscosity of^o are^f^ 
because of a high stagnation enthalpy past a shock wave near a test model the 
Revnolds numbers, Re0, will be relatively moderate. Therefore, the Reynolds 
numbers" Realized in this wind tunnel is considered to be a basis from winch 
to choose other wind tunnels and their operation regimes. 

gas heating are consioeraoiya undertaking   additional 

SESJ2T53; S, S^S .ff«*. * u,«. ,«-* ^y 
seems to be impossible. 
In view of the above considerations, the hypersonic ^•^^°^^^ 
VAT 102 has been chosen to reproduce this velocity range [21]. The maximum 
Mtlh number M = 8 realized in this wind tunnel serves as a criterion for choosing 
Mach numbers required for the present investigations. 

boti^ nonequÜibn^m and equilibrium flows with high-stability parameters. 

Comparison of wind tunnel characteristics in terms of the level of their test section 

SSK shows that a.symmetnc ^^-^0^^^^^ 

bluffe ^xaL^paHshock wave for the wind tunnel VAT-102 will be 

Re0~200. 

characteristics are given below. 
IT» ^-„»nsitv W"W fnnri VAT-102 is a low-temperature (T0 =f300 K to 400K) 

2 *",   X'S.* ÄÄSS connected v,« ^gate to 

is?; ssr s: &SSÄ&V.Ä»"". P»^ HB,5oo „ 
instaUed at their exit. 
The given tests were conducted using a contoured nozzle with the.throat size_ of 
f, fo-3  m and the  exit diameter of 0.185 m,  the  flow core diameter being 

0065m    ^measurements   included   plenum   chamber   gas   pressures   and 
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temperatures as well as flow fields past shock waves PJ, at nozzle exit and along 
noXaSs T^eTesults obtained are given in Figs. 2 and 3 According to these 
n\ea™en?the Mach number M = 7.63 at Pst = 2 Pa and «P«^ T^ 

u Do -™ tn son Re «3800 to 4000 were achieved in the test 
ÄÄL^£^?I-«- one, Too — «« 
was ±3% for pressures and -1% for mean-mass temperatures. 

Static test section flow temperatures were -23 to 27 K which meant that they'were 
fnwpr than those of the curve of nitrogen equilibrium condensation values. Bu 

condensation. condensation. . 

photographs were made. , 

IM^ii^M™^^ tHe^te? a'supe^nfc 
I^I^on^ts of the Wtafg^^^ ^th windows to observe 
nozzle, a test section in the form of an ^.^"Jow The gas exhaust 

S£sSs=sSS3ä=ffl«s- 
to minimize high-frequency to(^*3w thereby ensuring a high stability of 
SXJSSÄnSX3ÄSS»*. .-&. -'*. -™- 
of electric discharge occurring in it is given m [23,24]. 

•w   ♦    *HH alkali seeds to the heater flow which enables various optical 
Ätt AS 32. « I—* * »™ a» afloos« e^ibrium flow. 

1 «i„ 1 qn Tnm2 pvit section was used in these tests. In 
lÄ^S^Ä^ » --secondary MHD-accelerator nozzle 

re mLLement system designed «^^LSÄt^^Ät^ 
and alkali seed flow rates, pressures  heater^current   and^      g^ ^ ^ 
static pressures along the nozzle and static pressures in ^ 

as pressure fields past a normal «^J^J^ S^ required ranges 
Magneto-inductance ^ I^^L^^näZ^SZ.s run as "follows. After 
CJä?£^S^^Ä^ test regime stabilized, the model was 
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introduced into the flow. After some 5 to 7 s the model was removed from the test 
section and the wind tunnel switched off. 
in some tests, alkali seeds were injected into the flow; this was done when, as a 
rule, the model was already in the flow. 
The parameters that were impossible to measure at the nozzle exit were determined 

Srrgas dynamicRations ^^^JS^£^^^ 
and for a flow with instantaneoudy ta«*£££»%£ ^pressure distributions, 
'SZ^^TSTS^^^'Lr parameters at nozzle exit for 

IP the present tests are given in Fig. 6. 

and Figs. 8 and 9 its general views. 
The operation of the wind tunnel was conducted as follows. A gas heated in heate The operation o p& ^ tQ m ch    ber {2) 

(1) up to To~3500 K at F0, « ao injected by metering device (3). 
where slightly ionized seeds (I/o °*WW J^      J nozzle    (4)    entered 
Then    the    gas    passing    through    P1^    f^P

c^^t electric and magnetic 
MHD-accelerator (5) where it accelerate^^«        to ified static 

fields up to required ^^fs-(^J^^0Zceä72 the test section (7) with 

r:^^:c:^^^^^^^ «-** —a cooling 
device and a set of ejectors. 

a combination of a plunger press aff^/g^™cemeJ and a special injector 
hnes were protected by an inert g^^OptimJ place ^ ^ 

(MHD-channel) and an e ^r°magn^ ™e ^ an/^ isolating walls 
MHD-channel includes two sectlon^e

f?,f2™ mduction of up to B = 2.5 T is 
perpendicular to them. Tne magnetic fieldwith inducuc . F ^   an 

produced along .length of 43! -.and «he "^de" L,e  pieced within the 

ÄÄ^^^^^ -erodes we,e used. 
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1* accelerate, power supply system wa. based oj^Pge *—rj 
containing 1 to 20 isolated secondary toe^J^ bridge-circuit 
connected to the respective electrode P^™£  ^^ voltage regulators 

»ot exceed 1*. $ rf 600 Vp 900 v 

2?S??SS* ^relsÄ present,es«, 

plvahle sectary recant »^^^£1- to^^SrSr£ 
channel throngh »n insula.tag spacer. The nozzle j£ ™ desi      d 

;d: r ^. «**- vss -Jää s^str. 
^M„ thp hvoersonic wind tunnel with an arc gas heater. 

simultaneous photographing and °Ptlcal, ^^^ seed supply was stopped 

^Äre^ Ä^TSiS^'t- reccX, **- were 
itched on before the heater discharger was initiated. 

r measurement system made MK^^^J 
gas  and  seed  flow rates,   Pres^h^f ^ MHD-channel and  secondary 
Lctromagnet, static pr«^J^^^Sto along MHD-channel length, 
nozzle, current and voltage d^utlonon electr a   ^ ^ ^.^   ^ 
static pressure and pressure field past^a *°^ °essure  transducers   of 

52= iS?iS =nr^voltageP
by shunts and voltage 

^the  preparation  ^^Si^ — ^ 

provide for a more reliable ^^^S^v-idc isolation systems in the 
components and the applicationc°^°Xf ^measurement error for pressure 
circuits used to.measure e^tn   ^fqiantities was no more than 2%. 
was no more than 3/0 and tnar 10 H MHD-qas acceleration 
T*. evaluation of flow parameters^^ ^Z^^I tunnels   since 
facility is a more complicated Pressthau i ^ under ^      üon    f 

stagnation parameters vary ^ntmuous ly a long urements of gasdynamic 
pondermotor forces and ^^P^ £Sde£>le difficulties. To facilitate 
parameters in a high-energy flow P^se™ ™n

on  a  nurnerical  solution   of  the 

SEEL =Sn«onsd,rfs i. ^p—. 

■BWPfflWWPW»**! 
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The MHD-chanBe! flow parameters not ^J^-Z off»,  of 

form: 

du       dPxiR    ,r PHI- 
dx        dx u 

pu2du+      dH=jE.     JxEx_Qw; 
dx dx 

pUF = rh;    H = H(P,T); 

x    L(x)      _.,  v    Vp(x)-AVnear, 

r-1 r(l + ß^)-l. . 
jx="rß^jy!     Ex"        rößH       ]y' 

r = [l + |ßH)   • 

Geometric    channel    parameters,    measured ^^^^S^SS^ 

as initial conditions. 

determined by the procedure in [33], Qw ana AVnear wei 

^—o,tflec5le«^^ 

r^Süref.=c.r.r"SnpSLe „* a-***» ^ 

Zair^L err of oas d=.cs ^^f-SSTÄSTS 
Ässss.ä sss-tf-rs «=—- <-*—- - *-— 

02+M = 0 + 0 + M 
N2+M = N + N+M 

N + 02 = NO + O 
O + N2 = NO + N 

N + o = NO+ + e 
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These reactions were accomplished by ionization reactions between K and Na 

seeds: 

K + e=K++e + e 

Ma 4- p = Na+ + e + e 
~ XT MO n N NO+ K The equations were 

Here M is any particle of 02, N* NO,_u, r^ cal'culated parameters to test 

integrated by the ^f^^^^S^^ -asured values of the 

the followinq thermodynamic model. 
:l.. e„Kgy t»n*r to™ toe etocto,o «a B to totern», ,- -*- - 

freedom used to the calculation is as follows. 

electrons 

dissociation vibrations N2 
.  

Na,K 

translations 
motion + 
rotation 

The equation for full enthalpy H Is: 

A(pH0uF) = -^iß, 

radiation, electrode losses and heat fluxes to wans, C"««:- * * -~- —~to - fom: 

_d 
dx 
'^PIUF| = ßi i^^^Ik + (ZlVT + ZlW + Zlcnem) " F 

lml     '      J S 

(2) 

ax ^ mi y , 

freedom. 
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Rates Zt of energy transfer to vibrations in the processes VT, W and in chemical 
reactions are calculated by using relations given m [35 to 39]. 

The equations for 02 and NO molecule vibrations have the similar form: 

-P,UF  I =  7——  + Z„,„r,   + Zo„l,  (3) 
Fdx[m2 

: 2-2VT + ^2W + ^2chem 

LA. 
Fdx 
  P3UF    = Z3VT + ^3W' + Sehern 
m3 

(4) 

The gas composition is determined, accounting for the following reactions: 

N2 +M ON + N + M 

02 +M OO + O+M 

NO + MoN + O + M (5) 

02 +N ONO + O 

N2 + O ONO + N 

N2 +0202NO 

The equations for particle flows are written as follows: 

iAf-PLupWi     (i = l,6) (6» 
Fdx^m.;      ) 

Chemical reaction rate constants  (6)  required to calculate functions of particle 

collision J; are taken from [35 to 37]. 

The total enthalpy Ho is derived from relations from [35 to 37]: 

Hn=^ + H 

i=iP 
it-      Fv.      ~ 

H;=RT-^- + -^ + ^ 1 m;     mj 

7C. =—     for i = 1,3; 
1     2 

for i = 4,6 

The equations for momentum flow are used in the form: 

The set of equations (1) to (10) including the equations for mass flow 

-S-(puF) = 0; 
dx 

and for state 

R 
p = I^PiT 

(?) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

and experimental values of Vk(x), Ik(x) make it possible to calculate gas parameters 

in the channel. 
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The calculation of the parameter ß, being dependent of electric field strength is 
impeded by the field nonuniformity across the channel. This parameter is varied, 
herefore, in the range of 0 < ß, < 1. But its influence proves to be ^9°^ 
because intensive deactivation of N2 vibrations during V-T relaxation [40 to 43] in 
the case of collisions with N, O and Na atoms results in equilibrium vibrational 
and translational degrees of freedom of N2 molecules. The final calculated data are 

given at ßjssO.5. 
The parameters ß,*0.8 and C^IO"3 were chosen from the conditions of best 
agreement of calculated pressures Pk(x) and pressures measured along the 
electrode wall, and from the correspondence of the value of uxBxhk to the 
electromotive force measured on a single remote electrode pair at the channel end. 

The set of equations is solved by applying the program for strict differential 
equations similar to that described in [44]. The program is compiled so that a 
comprehensive calculation could be performed beginning with the primary nozzle 
throat and ending with the secondary nozzle exit. In the regions beyond the 
MHD-channel the equation 

A[(p + p^Hg 
is used instead of (8). 
The calculations are conducted untill the calculated value of P6 coincides with the 
measured   one   assuming   that   the   chemical   processes   are   frozen   except   for 
vSonal  relaxation.   Figs.   10,   12,   13  show typical  calculated  gas  parameter 
distributions along the gas dynamic circuit. The vibrational temperatures in the 
MHD channel proved to be close to the translational ones due to an increased rate 
cfvTbration deactivation in the presence of O and N atoms. The role of alka i 
atoms   in  this   process  under  the  conditions   in  the   channel  is   insignificant. 
MeTnwhüe, the chemical gas composition differs slightly from that m equilibrium 
along almost the whole channel length (Fig. 12). 
The high temperature and increased pressure at the channel inlet are caused by 
shunting the Hall currents which is modelled in the program as energy supply to a 
gas without its acceleration. 
The alkali atoms in the secondary nozzle increase somewhat the ?a* ^P6^^ 
the expense of reduction in Tvl (Fig. 13) which causes some variations in the flow 
Mach number as well. 
The extent of correlation of the solutions of one-dimensional equations to real flow 
SrameteTs depends on the level of energy supply uniformity across the channel 
S turbulent mixing processes in the channel etc. These aspe^ have nobeen 
adequately studied at present, although measured pressures P0 in the test section 
indicate the presence of a uniform flow core. 
The   comparison  of  flow velocities   and  the   chemical  gas   composition   at  the 
MHD-Sne   exit emulated by a standard technique and taking into account 
pSbllnonequiiibrium in the channel, shows that *****^££k %% 
example, the flow velocity for an equilibrium flow in the MHD-channel is 5100 m/s 
and That for a nonequiiibrium is  4895 m/s. The temperatures are  5700 K and 
5720 K, the densities 1.11-210 kg/m3 and 1.14-10-2 kg/m3, respectively. 

The degree of thermochemical process nonequiiibrium for flows over models in 
Sferenfwind  tunnels was  evaluated  by using  the  analog  of the  Damkohler 

number [15] in the form: 
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I) 

% 
_   Lff>j = div(PiU) 

If T<1 the flow is frozen. The case of ¥>1 corresponds to an equilibrium flow At 
V~l it' is necessary to account for kinetics processes. In the present study the 
IstirnatiL aSTerformed for nitrogen since it is the main test gas component. For 

Y, we use the expression from [15] in the form: 

*N, 

1sh 

K. 

KNT 
-1.6 exp 

113200^1 PooL, 
xsh 

M2T; 2y(Y-l) 

(Y + D2 

= 4.8-1018CN 
V3K16 

kgs 

45- plus a cylinder o! d-40 mm; » sharp wedge with half-angle of 30   and vnth , 

vary considerably when oxide film forms. 

are given in Figs. 15,16. 
•   J   * i  VAT in?   model pressure  distributions were  measured   Dy 

computer For these measurements, error was not also in excess of 3/0. 

S^T^^Ä^S^ -W * ™d 10 the 

shock wave front position. 

In smg,e «. carded -JVSÄe.ÄerS'^ 
ScT^dSeTanTSutctSrct6.« wasrmposslhle fo „se a sland.rd 

■Hi MRPMHUH "»■111«»« _J 
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t 

wavelength of .-5890Ä when passing through Na vapor present in the flow. 

The device is shown schematically in Fig. 17. 
t     +>,,=, iacor was 4350 to 7300Ä, the emission line widtn 

The wavelenghrange°   ^ ««»rTdiarneter -3 - Maximum impulse 

S^L,% Ä ^ — - ~10"8 s WK usedi radla,ion stablll,y w" 
•     ♦ i       +irw    The   radiation   wavelength   was   checked   during   tests. 

S=r^to»°4c.SUra — lamp »£» -£ .» Interference 
light filter FWHM o( X.0.646 fl and full half-hmght wrdth of 0.012. 
T -H ik» influence of possible vibrations occurring during the wind tunnel 
X* c^Sde^ were placed o» vibroisola.ing platforms. 

0 

II 

I 

J 
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NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 

Qualitative characterizations of ^Sc^oTZt^T:^^^ mmmmßmm 
facilities and all test models in the numerical analysis. 

Nnm-f-i dTm1iatinn of chPrnirally-^nequilihrium hypersonic, 
^7^„g hy „Sinn the ^»tinns far a thin viscous shock layer 

The set of governing VSL ^-j^^ 

^tent  SÄÄ^ÄS the egression for a full heat flux 

relation), the equation of gas mixture state  and the '^^^^ shock 

law. Generalized Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are posed ° conditions, 

body surface (r| = 0). 

parabolic equations. 

A chemically-nonequilibrium gas model ^^^^^Ä 
solve the VSL equations. In mathematical modetog o ^ermocn 

Y.B. Zeldovich: 

02 + X + 5.12ew 

N2+X + 9.76ew 

NO + X + 6.49ew 

0 + N2+3.27ew 

0+NO + 1.37ew 

02+N2+1.9ew 

o   20+ X, 

<H>   2N + X, 

<_».   N + O + X, 

o   N + NO, 

o   N + 02, 

0 2NO, 

wh„e X is', catalytic p.rtic,. ^"J-JKÄIÄrÄ 

# 
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A library of universal programs designed to solve parabolic nonlinear differential 
equations in an undetailed form was used for numerical integration of the VSL 
equations describing hypersonic chemicallynonequilibrium gas flows over blunt 
bodies [47] The two-point second-order Keller scheme was applied for the solution 
of the VSL equations to approximate the derivatives in the direction normal to the 
body surface [48]. The advantage of this scheme is that the problem of boundary 
layer approximation can be easily solved irrespective of grid step ratios. The Keller 
scheme's nonmonotony was overcome by applying an adaptive grid. 

An absolutely stable and fully implicit second-order scheme was used to 
* approximate longitudinal derivatives in the VSL equations. This scheme features 
f good dispersion properties and damps short-wave oscillations of grid functions 

rather effectively. 
The qeneral procedure of solving two- and three-dimensional problems consisted of 
two stages The first one included the solution of the self-similar VSL equations on 
the flow stagnation line by using an adaptive grid for the variable r,. A nonuniform 
qrid constructed in the solution of the self-similar problem was fixed in most 
calculations to use it at the second stage for marching solution of parabolic two- 
and three-dimensional VSL equations. 
The Newton-Raphson method [49] was used for numerical solution of nonlinear 
qrid equations. The correction vector for each iteration of this method was 
identified by solving linearized equations. The vector factoring was applied to 
solve linear equations when dealing with one-dimensional (stagnation line) and 
two-dimensional (separation line) VSL equations. 
As for the boundary conditions on the body surface, the wall temperature in all 

1 cases was  assumed to be Tw=300 K while the wall itself was  assumed to be 
§! absolutely noncatalytic. 

NTi,™Priral simulating nf hypersonic gas flows over blunt bodies 
,1gjnn- full navier-stokes equations and viscous shock layer equations 

Perfect supersonic perfect gas flows over a sphere, a cone and a wedge featuring 
heat-insulated surfaces were calculated by using the shock-capturing method based 
on full Navier-Stokes equations [50], [51]. 
The Navier-Stokes equations in a strictly conservative form were integrated 
numerically over a finite region limited by external boundary, body surface, plane 
rfTwmetry, and exit boundary. The impermeability and nonshp conditions, a 
wellTs^condition of heat-insulated body surface were posed on th<.internal 
boundary. The dependence of the pressure gradient normal to the surface on the 
secondI velocity derivative obtained asymptotically from the momentum equation 
was used as an additional boundary condition on the body surface. This was 
required to represent the grid equations in full. The condition so evenness and 
oddness for sought functions were posed along the line of symmetry. The 
condSon of undisturbed flows were used on the external boundary and the 
conditions of extrapolation of dependent variables on the outflow boundary. 

The finite-difference scheme for equations written in the form of conservation laws 
was based on an integro-interpolation method ensunng the fulfilment of the 
ronservationTaws (for the Euler equations even in the presence of discontinuous 
olutS Tne elective flow vector component at half-integer nodes was 

arroroximated by using a monotonic second-order scheme [52], [53] The Koe 
ShodSan a?proxirnate solution of the problem of the break-down of arbitrary 
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equations (including mixed derivatives) included 13 points. 

A modified Newton method was used to solve a nonlinear set ol: grid-"P*^ 
The^Jacobi matrix was formed in each iteration by applying a procedure of finite 
SSements oTresidual vector in terms of the vector of sought grid functions. 

The linear algebraic equations resulted from each nonlinear iteration we^ solved 
S factoring the maträ into two triangular matrices L (lower) and U (upperj. A 

lading! the^unknÖU values were renumbered by using the generalized nested 

dissection method [55]. 
TTie   procedure   of  numerical  solution   of  the   Nookes   equations   by  the 
shock capturing method is described in more detail in [50], [51]. 

Reynolds number. 

,. 

wmmmmm 
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TEST DATA AND THEIR ANALYSIS 

The gasdynamic flow parameters used to investigate model flows are summarized 
in the following tables: 

Table 1 

Wind tunnel Gas V, 
m/s 

T,K P, Pa M R, 
mm 

Re0 Re0/ 
/Re 

4* 

VAT-102 Nitrogen 790 27 2.6 7.63 20 240 0.1 0 

Arc-heating wind 
tunnel 

Air 2695 268 19 7.97 20 150 0.18 2-10-10 

MHD-acceleration 
wind tunnel 

Air 5950 1240 120 7.23 20 135 0.136 0.57 

I 1 ■  

Table 2 

Wind tunnel 

Gas composition (mole fractions) 

N2 o2 NO N O K,Na 

VAT-102 1.0 - - - - - 

Arc-heating 

wind tunnel 

7.4510-! 1.66-10-1 4.210-2 1.610-8 3.710-2 10-2 

0 

MHD-acceleratior i   5.8810-l 3.09-10-4 5.04-10-3 6.910-2 3.29- IQ-1 IQ-2 

the  main  tests  were  conducted with  nickel-coated  models.  As  a  result,   tneir 
surfaces remained clean throughout the balance of testing. 
In  tests,   model  surface  pressure   distributions  were   obtained,   as  well   as   the 
information about shock wave shapes and stand-off distances. 
Figs   18 - 20 show surface pressure distributions for a hemisphere* cone, and a 
wedae   Pressure values are related to respective dynamic pressures puj for toe 
wrnTtunn;! used. For convenience, the data foi:t^e ^^™™£ 

"^T^'^-^XS^^^^^ £-™ distributionHs 

l^s^^T^s^o^^^^ies eguation £ a perfect gas. 
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The flow visualization data are presented on photos and video frames showing 
natural gas glow near models, on shadow pictures for flow fields, as well as on all 
these pictures after computer processing. 
A photo of gas glow over a model obtained in wind tunnel VAT-102 by using glow 
discharge and its respective video frame are shown in Fig. 21, and photos and 
video frames of natural gas glow over models in the hypersonic arc-heating and 
MHD-acceleration wind tunnels in Figs. 22 to 25. 

Fig. 26 displays typical computer-processed video pictures for gas glow over 
models along nitrogen molecule lines. 
For ease of comparison with theoretical results, the visualization data for a 
hemisphere were reduced to dependences of relative shock wave stand-off 
distances normal to the model surface on relative distances along its surface from 
the critical point. Cone and wedge data were reduced to dependences of shock 
stand-off distances normal to their surfaces on distances along the axis from the 
model nose. Some examples of this data reduction are given in Figs. 27 to 29 Later 
on the data of only those runs were used when the influence of model installation 
inaccuracy was excluded, i.e., when shock stand-off distances for the upper and the 
lower surfaces coincided. 
Fias 30 to 33 qive the summarized flow visualization data for all models tested and 
the calculated results obtained using VSL theory and the Navier-Stokes equations 
based on experimental flow parameters for each particular run. 

Comparison   of   experimental   and   theoretical   pressure   distributions   over   a 
hemisphere (Fig. 18) shows that both for a perfect gas and for a gas with physical 
and chemical processes the experimental data are in better agreement with the 
distribution calculated using the Navier-Stokes equations for a perfect gas than 
with  that   obtained  by  VSL  theory.   Hie   discrepancy  becomes   appreciable   a 
considerable distances from the critical point which can be attributed to the fact 
that the Navier-Stokes equations describe flows over a hemisphere m full  There 
are no terms in the VSL equations which are responsible for convective transfer 
and diffusion, and the surface pressure distribution is assumed to ^corresponded 
to a modified Newton distribution. The VSL theory is valid only in the vicinity of 
the forward critical point. This figure also shows that physico-chemical processes m 
gas have slight influence on the hemisphere pressure distribution. As for a cone 
and a wedge, the discrepancy for them is more significant (Figs.  19, 20). For a 
cone   initial  pressure values  correspond  to  theoretical  ones  for  a perfect  gas 
fcurVl)  TnePpressure along the cone generatrix decreases quicker than it follows 
rom the Navier-Stokes equations. Respective pressure distribution calculated by 

VSL theory lies lower than the experimental data. Tne discrepancy between   he 
theoretical and experimental data is likely to be  caused by the fact that the 
catculaSon of flows over a cone and a wedge by using the Navier-Stokes equation 
s performed  assuming infinite extension and without accounting for^ chemical 

reactions, and the calculation by applying VSL theory proceeding from the above 
considerations. 
Tne above stated assumptions should be verified in. the future by'testingmodels 
with great relative generatrix lengths and by comparing the data obtained with the 
calculations using the Navier-Stokes equations including physical and chemical 
processes. 
The analvsis of the data on shock wave shapes and stand-off distances for a 
SmispheS Fig 30) shows that for a perfect gas the experimental points he strictly 
on the curve Calculated by the Navier-Stokes equations. At the same time, the 

I 
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shock  front   positions   determined   according   to   gas   glow  boundafej;   in  flow 
conditions 2 and 3 differ greatly both from each other and from the theoretical 

data  The test points for flow condition 2 are lower than the if ^f/alcuMed by 

Erstf SET ÄIÄÄ AST* rS 
ISpoucTto , spherical surface up to angles of -5C,. Arf.r that, ,he test pomts 
also lie on the Navier-Stokes curve. 
™e shock wave position determined from shadow pictures differs significantly 
torn thaf obtained according to gas glow. On the critica^^ f reamlme the ^hock 
stand-off distance somewhat exceeds respective value calculated by ^^SL theory 
tmn,   %U   while at areat angles, the test points correspond to the NS curve, it 

£JSs fas SMA'A« 
especially for flow condition 3. 

mmmmmm 
1   ?~?»=rHä=Ä.-=.r;ÄrÄ 

the nose tne nose. . 

and so on. ana so on. . . , 
A number of effect, were revealed during^investigat»»-J ^integS 

framework of the VSL <ta°^' ^ieSr7,emp«,'urTdenSL  aud  particle 

conditions. TTre results of these ealcul.t.ons are g.veu m F.gs. 34 to 42. 
I,  is see» that there are drastic  temperature «hd  density gradients near the 

■SBWWiBWWniPBWIilfW»^ 
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factor    w/  » 0.03 has an influence only at a very small distance. Similar effects 
/To 

also take place for a cone and for a wedge. 
Figs 36 to 38 show concentration variations of monatomic and molecular 
components in a shock layer over a hemisphere at different distances from its 
surface. It is seen that an additional dissociation of nitrogen and oxygen takes 
place in a shock layer, while recombination processes begin to take effect only in 
the close vicinity of a cold wall. Of importance is a drastic variation in NO 
concentration along streamlines. Similar results are obtained in shock tunnel tests. 
As stated above, the excitation of electron states of NO molecules causes an 
intensive ultraviolet glow from this flow region [6]. 
On the other hand, monatomic components of N and O would result in a certain 
influence of the catalycity level on shock stand-off distances [16]. In the given 
investigations, the influence of catalycity level on shock stand-off distances is not 
considered. Moreover, nickel featuring weak catalytic properties is chosen 
deliberately for model surfaces. 
A possible difference of the glow front position from the shock front may be 
explained by two mechanisms: by removal of glow from the shock layer region 
basically in the form of resonance radiation and by emission of high-energy 
electrons from a high-temperature region immediately adjacent to the shock wave 
front These two phenomena can result in an excitation of electron states of 
impinging molecules and atoms of air and seeds which may be attributed to the 
presence, in flow condition 3, of a sharp front boundary of the glow region at the 
critical point of a hemisphere and its spherical character up to angles 
corresponding to the transition of a subsonic region to a supersonic one The 

A effects of radiation removal are characteristic of strong shock waves caused, for 
^ example, by nuclear explosion [56] or of meteors entering the atmosphere [57]. 

The situation close to the flow condition considered here is discussed in [58]. 
Based on numerical solution of the Biberman equations for radiation diffusion m 
resonance lines it is shown that the effect observed may be explained by radiation 
transfer in resonance lines Cu and Na with their subsequent reradiation to the 
region ahead of the shock wave. In flow condition 3, the above effects take place 
not only for seeds having a small excitation potential but also for nitrogen and 
oxygen. The analysis of these processes is beyond the scope of this study. 

The numerical estimates of characteristic electron free-path lengths as applied to 
the conditions of emission from a high-temperature gas show that they are of 
~2 mm i e they are close to experimental glow zone dimensions. It is known, on 
the other hand, that a body moving with velocities of -5+6 km/s can gain electric 
charge of a order of several V [59] which also contributes to electron emission. 

In conclusion, consider the following point. An obligatory condition of the 
MHD-acceleration wind tunnel operation is the presence of alkali seed; in.the 
flow. In the given tests, seeds were used in single runs and in the arc-heating wind 
tunnel. Although their small 
fraction (-1% of weight) could not, naturally, change thermodynamic gas 
Parameters (pressure, enthalpy, heat conductivity etc.) they could influence rates of 
reSTon processes In order to clarify this point, methods of mathematical 
mcSSing were applied to investigate translational and vibrational temperature 
SstribuSons, as well as air component concentrations behind a normal shock wave 
and shock waves being at angles of 51° and 38° to the flow. The last condition 
corresponded to test shock wave positions for a cone and for a wedge, respectively. 
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The calculation was performed for the same free-stream flow parameters without 
Na and K and with them. The concentration was assumed to be equal to ~1% with 
respect to gas mass flow rate. The calculated results are given in Figs. 43, 44 . 

It is seen that in the case of a normal shock wave, the seeds exert a very small 
influence on thermodynamic processes. The attainment of thermodynamic 
equilibrium at given parameters required ~10~4 s. The influence of seeds on 
relaxation of vibrational degrees of freedom is most appreciable behind shock 
waves near a wedge and a cone. But in this case, their influence on 
thermodynamic processes (P, T) is insignificant (Fig. 44). Some dispacement of the 
nitrogen vibrational temperature maximum relative to translational one can result 
in displacement of a radiation front relative to a shock wave since electron 
temperature is governed here by vibrational temperature. This phenomenon can be 
a cause of radiation delay in flow condition 3 near a cone nose (Fig. 32) and it is 
likely to be attributed to the coincidence of the shock wave determined by the 
shadow technique with that calculated using the Navier-Stokes equations for a 
perfect gas. Indeed, the shock wave position for a fully frozen gas would 
correspond to a flow with y=1.48. Due to relaxation of vibrational degrees of 
freedom the quantity y decreases and approaches a value close to 1.40. The fact 
that the shock wave stand-off distance in the vicinity of cone nose is greater than 
that followed from the Navier-Stokes equations confirms this phenomenon since in 
this case the flow in the cone nose vicinity is close to a frozen one. 
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CONCLUSION 

Flows over simple bodies (a hemisphere, a cone, a wedge) have been investigated 
in wind tunnels of different types at close similarity parameters for Mach and 
Revnolds numbers but at essentially different flow velocities. The tests were earned 
out in the vacuum wind tunnel VAT-102 for the conditions of a perfect gas 
(u = 790 m/s, M = 7.63, Re0 = 240, H0 =0.32 MJ/kg), in the arc-heating wind tunne 
n  a  qas  flow  featuring  excited  vibrational   degrees   of  freedom  and   a  small 
dissociation level (u = 2700 m/s, M = 7.97, Re0=150, H0 = 5.2 MJ/kg) and in the 
MHD-air flow acceleration where the influence of physical and chemical processes 
can be significant (u = 5950 m/s, M = 7.23, Re0= 135, H0 = 29MJ/kg). 

The matched operation conditions of the facilities used and the means of their 
checMng   were   optimized   during   the   tests   by   applying   the   technique   of 
deSSing both gasdynamic  (M, Re, Re0, T, P, U, H0, H)  and physical and 
chemical (y, T0, Tv , Ttr, Ci) free-stream flow parameters. Particular attention was 
given to the influence of nonequilibrium processes in a gas accelerated in the 
MHD-channel of the hypervelocity wind tunnel and in the secondary nozzle^ It was 
s^tÄ^S» effecJare insignificant in the MHD-channel. The flow 
nT secondary nozzle is closer to a frozen one; alkali seeds, being in air flow 
appSacrxhltnermodynamic gas to an equilibrium state mainly by accelerating 
deactivation of vibrational degrees of freedom of nitrogen. 
Different means of flow visualization are devised and tried. They are based on 
recording of flow glow near models excited by glow discharge electrons (VAT-102) 
or natural flow qlow (arc-heating and MHD-acceleration wind tunnels). Both 
neutialand interference light filters were used in the MHD-acceleration wind 
"nnel A shadow device has been developed based on the effect of abnormal 
diversion of Na atom resonant radiation with the application of an impulse laser 
o SaWe radiation frequency as a light source. This made it possible to increase 
the dele senSy by a factor of 10 and to exclude distortions due to shock 

wave front glow. 
Pressure distributions over model surfaces were measured in all wind tunnels used 
S^pSed^ffli calculations performed for test conditions by applying the VSL 
theory and the Navier-Stokes equations. 
As for a hemisphere, the influence of the flow velocity on the pressure distribution 
^er Its surface has not revealed and in all cases it was in good agreement w*h 
S calcuMed using the Navier-Stokes ted by the VSL theory and Navier-Stokes 

equations. 
Thus a number of new effects have been revealed during the investigations carried 

shock laver and their recombination occurs only near the cold wall, the mtluence 

rSon tte liable high-temperature region is « source of „prd electrons. Both 

J 
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these factors can cause radiation removal for a distance behind the shock wave 
front. 

It is shown that seeds of ~1% behind a normal shock wave do not influence the 
chemical reaction rate and vibrational temperature relaxation, and behind an 
oblique shock wave (cone, wedge) its influence is very weak (~2 to 3%). But behind 
an oblique shock wave the vibrational temperature maximum is father away from 
the shock wave front because of a greater gas velocity which can shift the radiation 
intensity peak closer to the body surface. 

The results obtained also show that it is important to choose a required 
gasdynamic model. It is follows from the comparison of theoretical and 
experimental data that the flow model based on the Navier-Stokes equations is in 
better agreement with the test results than that calculated using the VSL theory. 
Therefore, the multitemperature kinetics of chemical reactions in air should be 
considered within the framework of the Navier-Stokes equation solution. The 
reproduction of a stationary flow field over a model and that repeated from run to 
run allows the statement of a problem concerning the evaluation of a detailed 
structure of the shock layer, i.e., chemical air component distribution in the layer, 
both equilibrium and nonequilibrium radiation intensity and spectrum. 

It seems to be reasonable to evaluate the influence of the model surface catalycity 
level on the shock wave stand-off distance and the flow character. The capabilities 
of available hypervelocity wind tunnels and other hypersonic wind tunnels of 
TsAGI make it possible to carry on similar experimental investigations of greater 
models at considerably higher Mach numbers M=15 to 20 but at slightly less 
Reynolds numbers Res = 50 to 100. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

D accelerator channel width 

B magnetic field induction 

Q channel drag coefficient 

c. concentration of i-particles (mole fractions) 

d diameter 

D hydraulic diameter 

E energy 

p vibrational energy 

p vibrational energy per i-particle 

E electric field strength 
g energy required to generate i-component 

p channel cross-section area 

i current density 

h channel height 

H enthalpy 

j current 
j function of generation of i-particles 

L characteristic size, channel length 

m molecular weight 

jn gas mass flow rate 

M Mach number 

p pressure 
Q heat flux related to unit volume 

coefficient responsible for electrode current nonuniformity [30] 

R radius 

R universal gas constant 

Re _ P^U°°L Reynolds number 

Re   = P°°U°QL Reynolds number based on stagnation parameters 

channel (electrode) sectionning step 

temperature 

velocity 
measured electrode-to-electrode voltage 

Ho 

S 

T 

u 

V 
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near-electrode voltage drop 

coordinate along flow 

coordinate across flow normally to applied magnetic field B 

energy transfer rate to vibrations of i-particles 

total energy fraction supplied to gas 

total energy fraction tranferred to N2 molecules 

Hall parameter 

specific heat ratio 

shock wave stand-off distance 

viscosity 

density 

electric conductivity 

characteristic time 

Damkeller number 

circular frequency 

source term in chemical reaction for i-particles 

Subsripts 

aerod 
chem 
c 
diss 
d 
e 

eq 
fr 
g 
H 

i = 
k 
m 
n 
o 
Tr 
V 
vtr 
W 
x 
y 
w 

aerodynamic 
chemical 
core 
dissociation 
drop 
electrode 
equilibrium 
frozen 
gas 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 reffer to N2, 02, NO, O, N, Na, respectively 
electrode number 
model 
full-scale 
total (stagnation) 
translational 
vibrational 
vibrational-translational 
vibrational-vibrational 
streamwise 
across flow 
wall 
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Fig. 1 ■ Hypersonic low- density vacuum wind tunnel VAT- 102. 
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Fig.2. Pressure field P'o VAT—102. 
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Fig.3. Dynamic pressure 
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distributions along the nozzle axis. 
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Fig.4. Comparison of air and nitrogen condensation. 
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Fig.5. Hypersonic arc-heating wind tunnel 

1 — arc—heater; 
2 — nozzle; 
3 — test section; 
4 - supersonic and subsonic diffusers 
5 — cooler 
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Fig.6. Pressure field P'o- Hypersonic arc-heating wind tunnel. 
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Fig.7. Schematic of hypervelocity MHD - gas 
acceleration wind tunnel 

1 _ arc-heater; 
2 - mixing chamber; 
3 - metering device; 
4 - primary supersonic nozzle; 
5 - MHD -accelerator; 
6 - secondary nozzle; 
7 - test section 
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Fig. 9. Hypervelocity MHD — gas acceleration wind tunnel. General view. 
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Fig. 10.   Electric   and   gasdynamic   parameter   distributions   along   the 
accelerator channel 

1 -   temperature; T • 10    ,K 
2 - velocity; u-\0',m/s 

3 - static pressure;      P"10,^1/1 

4 - density; P"10 '   /m3 

5 -electrode current;   I 10    , A 
6 - electrode voltage; V-I0~3,m/S 
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Fig.11. Pressure field P'o 

1 - without MHD-acceleration; 2 - with MHD-acceleration 
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Fig. 13. Parameter distribution along the secondary nozzle. 



Fig. 14. Model drawings 
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Fig. 15. Models without nickel coating. 
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Fig. 16. Models covered with nickel. 



Fig. 17. Schematic of a modernized shadow device 

1 — Chramatic CMX —4 laser; 

2 — light guide; 

3,8 — shadow device; 

4 — rotatiall mirror; 

5 — test section; 

6 — test model; 

7 — adjustable rotating mirror; 

9 — Fucoult knife; 

10 — light filters; 

11,12 — scintific —grade video camera and video tape 
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Fig. 18. Pressure distributions over a hemisphere 

1 - VAT-102; 2 - arc-heater; 3 - MHD-accelerator 

 VSL calculation 

     NS calculation 
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Fig. 19. Pressure distributions over a cone 

1-VAT-102; 3 - MHD-accelerator; 

 VSL calculation 

    NS calculation 
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Fig.20. Pressure distributions over a wedge 

1-VAT-102; 2 - arc-heater; 3 - MHD-accelerator; 

    NS calculation 
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Fig. 21. Hypersonic wind tunnel VAT- 102. 
a) photo 
b) video frame. 

Fig. 22. Arc-heater. Flow pictures. 
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Fig. 23. MHD-accelerator. 

a) photo 

b) video frame 
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Fig. 24.    MHD-accelerator (pictures on the left side are obtained by using an 
interference light filter and those on the right side by a neutral light 
filter) 

a) photo 

b) video frame 
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„.     «     »HD - accelerator (pictures on the left side are obtained by using ai 
Fig- 25-    5S«^?EÄr -d those on the right side by a neutral hght 

filter) 

a) photo 

b) video frame 
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Fig.26. Examples of decoding video frames for the wind tunnel VAT— 102 
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Fig.27. Flow glow zone stand —off distances for a hemisphere. 
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Fig.28. Shock wave stand — off distances for a hemisphere 
obtained from shadow pictures 
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Fig.29. Flow glow zone stand —off distances (a) and shock wave 
stand-offs (shadow pictures) for a cone. 
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Fig.30. Flow glow zone stand-off distances for a hemisphere (test data 
are shown by points and calculated data by lines) 
1 — VAT—102; 2 — arc —heater wind tunnel; 
3 — MHD —acceleration wind tunnel 
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Fig. 31. Shock wave stand —off distances for a hemisphere obtained from 
shadow pictures (test data are shown by points and calculated 
data by lines) 

1 - VAT-102; 2 - arc-heater wind tunnel; 

3 — MHD —acceleration wind tunnel 
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Fig.32. Flow glow zone stand-off distances and shock 
wave stand-offs (shadow picture) for a cone (test 
data are denoted by points and calculated data by 
lines) 

1 - VAT—102; 2 - arc-heater; 

3 - MHD-accelerator; 

3' - MHD-accelerator (shadow picture) 
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Fig.33. Flow glow zone stand-off distances for a wedge (test data are 
denoted by points and calculated data by lines) 

1 - VAT- 102; 3 - MHD-accelerator 
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Fig.34. Temperature field in a shock layer near a hemisphere. ! :l 



Fig.35. Density field in a shock layer near a hemisphere 
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Fig.36. N2 concentration field in a shock layer near a hemisphere 
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Fig. 37. O atom concentration field in a shock layer near a hemisphere. 
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Fig.38. NO concentration field in a shock layer near a hemisphere. 
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Fig.39. Tempature field in a shock layer near a cone. 
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Fig.40. Density field in a shock layer near a cone. 



Fig.41. Nitrogen atom concentration field in a shock layer near a cone. 
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Fig.42. Oxygen atom concentration field in a shock layer near a cone. 
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Fig.43.Variations of temperatures and concentrations of air 
components and air with Na and K seeds with time behind a 
normal shock wave. 


